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The Classic That Changed Our Perception of the AfterlifeIn 1975, Dannion Brinkley was struck and

killed by lightning. When he awoke twenty-eight minutes later in a morgue, everything was different.

He had visited the afterlife, met thirteen angels, and been given 117 revelations about the future. In

the years since, one hundred of the revelations have already come true. In Saved by the Light, now

available in trade paperback for the first time, Brinkley shares his incredible story, revealing the truth

about the afterlife and providing guidance from beyond about how we should live today.
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Assistant to Dr. Raymond Moody ( Reunions: Visionary Encounters with Departed Loved Ones , LJ

11/1/93), famed for his work on near-death experiences (NDE), Brinkley recounts how his own

NDEs brought him before 13 angelic instructors in the "cathedral of knowledge."Copyright 1994

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Saved by the Light is the most detailed - and extraordinary - account of a near-death experience

that I have ever read. Dannion Brinkley offers a compelling vision of what it's like to die and, most

important, how to live. Impossible to dismiss. Brinkley * Dr Melvin Morse, author of

TRANSFORMED BY THE LIGHT and CLOSE TO THE LIGHT * The most amazing and complete

near-death experience of the twenty thousand I have encountered * Dr Raymond Moody, author of

LIFE AFTER LIFE * --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



As one who has had a NDE I can tell the real thing. This is the real thing.Anyone that's a scepic I

can tell you that NDE experiences do happen and are true. I had my experience when I was 16

now60. I still can recall every moment. I have no doubt that God is our loving father. And that's what

you feel when you're in his light, just total love and acceptance, forgiveness.A feeling that

everything's OK now, my father loves me. He gives you that peace.No one is perfect. At that time I

sure wasn't. zI overdosed on heroin and my friends left me on the hospital steps.By the time I was

brought in, I had been doa.My patents were called to identify my body.I traveled into the light feeling

such peace. God was all around me, I could feel his unconditional love. It's a long story but a happy

one.My life was changed. 50 some years later l have this advice...God doesn't expect you to be

perfect. I wasn't and yet I got to have this experience. God still loved me, a drug addict. He still

found me worthy of His love. The one message I kept hearing was What have you done to show

love? I'm still not perfect but at night when my day is done, I reflect on how today did I show love? A

hug a word of praise , the giving of my time? I can always find something in the day and for that I'm

blessed. God Bless You.

I'm starting to get very suspicious of these type books. I'm just not sure they are not made up stories

by people wanting to make some big bucks. I have no doubt the man was struck by lightening, but I

believe he says it happened twice. The odds of that happening are less than winning the lottery. We

are all hungry to know what happens after death, but I believe we would all be better off to wait until

that time comes and know the complete truth. The first thing God might say to me is "Why did you

waste all that money on fiction!"

I have read a lot of books about NDE's and this is a good book. I can't say it the best book but he

does give a lot of information.

Scientifically trained but being a man of faith, I can see that this book is useful to fill in some voids in

my life. I understand that everything we do as humans is to provide us with two thing, our survival

and recognition. As a person of faith I believe that our actions are performed for the Glory and

Honor of our Creator. This books provided for the survival and recognition of the author, did he

provided for the Glory and Honor of our Creator? That one will be for the reader to answer.

I loved this book. Was very well written, and definitely holds your interest! I would highly recommend



it!

In 1975, Dannion Brinkley died after being struck by lightning through the telephone. The telephone

melted in his hand, and the nails in his shoes became welded to the nails on the floor. Dannion died

immediately, and neither ambulance workers, nor hospital personnel, were able to revive him.

Twenty-eight minutes later, we woke up in the morgue with a sheet over his face, where he was

soon discovered alive by a morgue technician.One-third of the book is the story of what Dannion

saw on the other side. He was forced to undergo a "life review," and it was not pleasant. He had

been a bully, and become a soldier. He was forced to relive every incident, with the pain he had

caused others, even to animals.Another third of the book is the story of the positive changes

Dannion made in his life in the succeeding 14 years. He then had heart failure and again dies (for

the second time) on the operating table. He is again taken for a life review. He is forced to relive

again the first part of his life, which is just as painful as it was the first time. Then, when he relives

the second part of his life, he is uplifted by the joy he feels. Reliving it in the life review is even better

than the events had been in real life. However, the being of light lastly tells him that his work making

the "energy centers" on earth is not yet finished, and that he must go back to finish his work. He

wakes up in the recovery room.This is a fantastic book, which can really make a difference in the

lives of many people. It shows clearly (as do many other books recounting near-death experiences)

that our each and every thought and action are weighed by our intentions. We are held responsible

for our each and every action toward others. This book shows that ANY ONE OF US really can

change our lives for the better, no matter HOW any of us were before. I highly recommend this book

to anyone interested in near-death experiences, or anyone who cares about living a good life.

I absolutely loved the book!!! He is so detailed about his experience I felt like I was there with him. I

would love to meet the guy in person. We live about 30 minutes from each other. He in Aiken, SC

and me in Augusta, GA.

Saw Dannion with Raymond Moody before this book came out and was initially disappointed that

his dynamic personality didn't shine through. (He told me later that editors prepping this for the

general public toned it down.) It's still a great book. I bought several this time to share because

loaned copies sometimes don't come back.
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